In a recent paper in the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, Leydesdorff and Vaughan assert that raw cocitation data should be analyzed directly, without first applying a normalization like the Pearson correlation. In this report, it is argued that there is nothing wrong with the widely adopted practice of normalizing cocitation data. One of the arguments put forward by Leydesdorff and Vaughan turns out to depend crucially on incorrect multidimensional scaling maps that are due to an error in the PROXSCAL program in SPSS.
Introduction
Recently, Leydesdorff and Vaughan (hereafter LV) [3] argued that in the analysis of cocitation (or, more generally, co-occurrence) data, one should not apply a normalization, like the Pearson correlation or the cosine, to the cocitation matrix. According to LV, one should either use raw cocitation data or one should base the analysis on the asymmetrical citation matrix rather than on the symmetrical cocitation matrix. The position taken by LV has quite far-reaching implications, since the practice of analyzing cocitation data by normalizing the cocitation matrix is widely adopted and has been used in a large number of studies. In this report, we oppose the position of LV, and we argue that there is nothing wrong with the practice of normalizing cocitation matrices. The two arguments provided by LV against this practice are both rejected by us.
Although we focus our attention on author cocitation analysis, our comments apply equally well to other analyses that are based on co-occurrence data.
Comparison with the mapping of cities
The first argument put forward by LV says that cocitation matrices should not be normalized because such matrices contain proximity data, which is data that can be analyzed directly, without any conversion. According to LV, normalization of a cocitation matrix may distort the data in the matrix and should therefore be avoided. LV illustrate this point by providing an example in which a matrix of distances between cities is mapped using multidimensional scaling (MDS).
In the example, normalization of the distance matrix does indeed distort the data. However, in our opinion there is an essential difference between mapping cities based on a distance matrix and mapping authors based on a cocitation matrix. When cities are mapped, the resulting map should reflect the distances between the cities. These distances are provided by the distance matrix. When authors are mapped, the resulting map should reflect the similarities between the authors. The cocitation matrix, however, does not directly provide these similarities. Although similarities between authors can be derived from the cocitation matrix, one generally should not simply use the number of cocitations of two authors as a measure of the author's similarity. If this approach were taken, an author who is frequently cited would on average have high similarities to other authors, whereas an author who is rarely cited would on average have low similarities to other authors. In our opinion, this does not make sense. The number of times an author is cited might be a good measure of the significance of the author's work, but it should have no effect on the extent to which the author is considered similar to other authors. In order to correct for differences in the number of times authors are cited, cocitation matrices should be normalized, for example using the Pearson correlation. The normalized cocitation data can then be used as input to MDS. We note that many cocitation studies (e.g. [4, 5] ) have used the above motivation to justify the normalization of cocitation data.
Mapping authors using SPSS PROXSCAL
The second argument provided by LV against the use of normalized cocitation data is of a more practical nature. LV perform an author cocitation analysis of the data studied in [1] and make a comparison between the map obtained by applying MDS to the raw cocitation matrix and the map obtained by applying MDS to the cocitation matrix normalized using the Pearson correlation. LV observe that the map based on the normalized data is less informative than the map based on the raw data, and they conclude from this that the Pearson correlation distorts cocitation data. Unfortunately, some of the MDS maps presented by LV (the Figures 5, 9 , and 12 in their paper) have not been constructed correctly. This is due to an error in the PROXSCAL program in SPSS, which is the program that was used by LV to construct their maps. In SPSS version 14.0.0 (and also in some earlier versions of SPSS), the combination of similarity data and the interval transformation is handled incorrectly by PROXSCAL. This can be seen most easily by inspecting the transformation plot provided by PROXSCAL. Using SPSS version 14.0.0, we replicated the analysis performed by LV in order to check their transformation plots.
We applied interval MDS to their normalized cocitation matrix (Table 9 in [1] ), which resulted in a similar map as in Figure 12 in the LV paper. When we inspected the transformation plot, we observed a linear function that was either constant or increasing (depending on the choice of the initial configuration). This clearly indicates that LV present MDS maps that have not been constructed correctly, since in the case of similarity data the transformation plot should always show a decreasing function. One of the programmers of the PROXSCAL program [2] confirmed to us that the incorrect maps are caused by an error in PROXSCAL. The error can be dealt with in two ways. In SPSS version 14.0.0 (and also in some earlier versions of SPSS), rather than the interval transformation one should use a spline transformation of degree one with no interior knots. The latter transformation is equivalent to the interval transformation and works correctly. In SPSS version 14.0.1 and higher, the PROXSCAL program has been fixed and the interval transformation can be used without any problems. The corrected versions of the Figures 9 and 12 in the LV paper are displayed in the Figures 1 and 2 , respectively.
The map in Figure 1 is based on the Pearson correlation between authors' citation profiles ( Table 2 in the LV paper), while the map in Figure 2 is based on the Pearson correlation between authors' cocitation profiles (Table 9 in [1] ). To reduce the effect of local minima, for each map PROXSCAL was run from ten randomly chosen initial configurations. By comparing Figure 2 in this report with Figure 11 in the LV paper, we can reconsider LV's conclusion that the Pearson correlation distorts cocitation data. The conclusion is clearly incorrect. In Figure 2 , the separation between the information retrieval researchers and the scientometricians is even better than in Figure 11 in the LV paper, which seems to indicate that the use of the Pearson correlation has a positive rather than a negative effect on the quality of a cocitation map.
Citation data versus cocitation data
LV further argue that it is advisable to use asymmetrical citation matrices instead of symmetrical cocitation matrices as the underlying data for a cocitation map. This advice also needs to be reconsidered using the corrected MDS maps. The maps in Figure 1 a better separation between the information retrieval researchers and the scientometricians than the maps based on citation data. So, there seems no reason to prefer citation data over cocitation data. In our opinion, more research is needed to find out whether it can be advantageous to use citation data rather than cocitation data. In addition to the Pearson correlation, other normalizations, like the cosine, could also be taken into account in such research.
